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 Greenleaf Trust Delaware provides clients and their advisors, accountants and attorneys the ability to 
leverage Delaware’s modern trust laws. When creating or moving a trust to Delaware, utilizing a trust-
friendly jurisdiction could have a long-lasting impact. 

reasons to have a trust administered in delaware
i.  delaware’s history

Delaware’s Court of Chancery is remarkably experienced in trust administration, having established its 
infrastructure in 1792. Delaware has well-developed and innovative laws with regard to trusts and their 
administration, as well as a highly supportive legislature, legal and banking community.

ii. silent trusts permitted
Delaware law allows grantors to create silent trusts in that the language of the trust may vary or 
eliminate a beneficiary’s right to be informed of the trust for a period of time. The trust instrument 
must specify to which extent the trust is silent. While Delaware’s statute does not require any particular 
time period after which the silent period should end, examples are provided in the applicable provisions 
of the Delaware statute. Most practitioners believe a reasonable time period should be used. The trust 
will include provisions to allow the appointment of a Designated Representative that will represent and 
bind the beneficiaries during the silent period. Additionally, the trust can provide guidance to the trustee 
on how to handle disclosures if a beneficiary learns of the trust’s existence during the silent period.

iii. ease of modification of irrevocable trusts
The most common methods available under Delaware law to modify an irrevocable trust are:  
(1) nonjudicial settlement agreement, (2) decanting, (3) trust merger (4) administrative or trust 
protector and (5) consent petition. The circumstances and facts that surround the desire to modify the 
trust will determine which method is best to accomplish the desired result.

iv. avoid state income taxes on accumulated trust income and capital gains 
Delaware allows trustees significant tax savings for irrevocable trusts created by and benefiting non-
Delaware residents.

v. directed trusts permitted
Delaware has a “directed trust” statute, which allows trustees to be directed on investments as well 
as distributions. A directed trustee on investments permits the trustee to make investment decisions 
as directed by a third party investment advisor named in the trust. Delaware’s directed trust law also 
covers distributions and other decisions and relieves a directed trustee from the duty to monitor the 
advisor’s conduct.

vi. spendthrift trusts protect assets from a beneficiary’s creditors
A Delaware trust that contains a spendthrift clause provides its beneficiaries substantial protection from 
creditor claims. In addition, the trustee may exercise discretion to pay the trust beneficiary’s ongoing 
expenses, even if it is aware there is an existing judgment creditor.
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vii. asset protection trusts permitted
Delaware allows a grantor to create a self-settled or asset-protection trust, in which trust assets are 
protected even if the grantor receives money from the trust they created. A Delaware Asset Protection 
Trust is the perfect vehicle to shield assets if a grantor either owns substantial assets outright or the 
grantor is engaged in a high-risk profession or activity.

viii. trust distribution flexibility without court involvement
Over the years, income beneficiaries of irrevocable trusts have seen their distributions decrease primarily 
due to declining income yields. As a result, Delaware’s laws allow trustees to redefine income in trusts to 
satisfy long-term growth goals and ongoing income needs of beneficiaries.

Delaware has enacted the Total Return Unitrust Statute which gives trustees discretion to convert an 
income trust to a total return unitrust with proper notice to the current and remainder beneficiaries. If 
no one objects within 30 days of receipt of the notice, the trustee is permitted to convert the trust to a 
unitrust without court involvement. Under the law, the trustees invest the assets of the trust for the total 
return of the portfolio. Rather than distributing the income earned in the trust to the current beneficiary, 
the statute allows the trustee to pay a percentage of the value of the trust ranging between 3% and 5% as a 
unitrust payment to the current beneficiary. If desired, the total return unitrust can be converted back to 
an income trust with no court involvement. 

Also, Delaware enacted the “power to adjust” statute that grants a trustee discretion to allocate income 
to principal, or principal to income, to the extent the trustee considers that allocation necessary 
to administer the trust. Certain factors enumerated in the statute are relevant to the trust and its 
beneficiaries that the trustee must consider when it decides whether and to what extent to exercise the 
power to adjust.

ix. trusts can be perpetual
Delaware allows the creation of trusts funded with personal property to remain in trust in perpetuity. 
Real property held in trust continues to be governed by a 110-year limitation, but this limitation may 
be avoided simply by placing real property in a limited liability company or family limited partnership 
because an interest in one of these entities is personal property under Delaware law.

Greenleaf Trust Delaware, a Delaware limited purpose trust company, is regulated by the Office of the Delaware State Bank Commissioner. Greenleaf 

Trust Delaware is wholly owned by Greenleaf Financial Holding Company, a Delaware corporation. Greenleaf Financial Holding Company is also 

the sole owner of Greenleaf Trust, a Michigan non-depository trust bank regulated by the Michigan Department of Insurance and Financial Services. 

Both Greenleaf Trust and Greenleaf Trust Delaware provide various fiduciary and non-fiduciary services, including trustee, custodial, agency, 

investment management and other non-depository services. Greenleaf Trust and Greenleaf Trust Delaware offer personal trust, retirement plan and 

family office services to families and entities.

Greenleaf Financial Holding Company and its subsidiaries do not provide legal, tax or accounting advice. Please consult your legal, tax or accounting 

advisors to determine how this information may apply to your own situation.


